
DUXKEYBOARD
the smarter keyboard case - for iPad 8th gen/7th gen

Rugged keyboard case for your iPad
STM’s legendary Dux case now comes with a keyboard, the perfect addition to a product line that has long been 

the industry standard for maximum protection with minimal bulk. Featuring rugged construction—using some of 

the lightest materials available—to safeguard your device from the rigours of the classroom environment, Dux also 

boasts a clear panel design that makes it easy to scan tags or barcodes on a device (with no need to remove the 

case). Plus, integrated storage that can accommodate either the Apple Pencil (1st gen) or Logitech Crayon.

Smarter Features

 » Designed to exceed U.S. Military Spec 810G drop tests (for iPad protection)

 » iPad installs quickly and easily; no pairing required

 » Keyboard attaches directly to the iPad 3-pin connector; can be securely locked in and removed with push of a button

 » Slim, lightweight polyurethane-covered keyboard is splash-proof and easily wipeable

 » Keyboard keys are locked in to prevent rearranging or removal

 » Exceptionally thin (.95”) to work with most charging carts

 » Stable stand provides almost 180° range for various screen angles or to use as a handle for teacher demonstrations

 » When case is folded flat against the back of ipad, keys automatically deactivate (and reactivate 3-4 seconds after it  

is unfolded)

 » New Smarter shortcut keys added for Siri iPad on screen keyboard and Screen Capture

 » Storage for the Apple Pencil (1st gen) or Logitech Crayon

DESIGNED FOR

 

DIMENSIONS
25.6 x 21.8 x 2.3 cm

10.1 x 8.6 x .95 in

WEIGHT 0.51 kg  |  1.12 lbs

COLOURWAY SKU

  black STM-226-221JU-01

MATERIALS
Bracket: PC/TPU    |    Cover: TPU 

Keyboard: PC, electronic components

FOR CORPORATE & EDUCATION INSTITUTIONAL PURCHASES, 
WE WARRANT OUR CASES FOR THREE (3) YEARS

iPad 8th generation
iPad 7th generation


